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PET:  A Hospital’s
Best Friend
By David Frazee, MS, CNMT

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) has finally
gained the respect of clinicians worldwide as a
valuable, cost effective, diagnostic tool.

Unfortunately, it took more than 30 years for PET to get
there. Up until only the past few years, PET had been
utilized primarily for research purposes and could only
be found in major teaching/university hospitals. It was
an extremely expensive technology, with enormously
high equipment costs. The radionuclides needed for
imaging had to be manufactured on site because of
their short half-lives, and the images that were
obtained appeared blurred and noisy with
few, if any, recognizable anatomical land-
marks visualized.

There are many reasons for PET's
rise, at last, to the “favorite child”
status in radiology. One of the most
obvious reasons is PET's unique
ability to image metabolic function at
the cellular level. This capability is
unmatched by any other imaging modality.
PET's long respected predecessors—radiogra-
phy, magnetic resonance, ultrasound, and computed
tomography—can only image anatomically. 

PET accomplishes metabolic imaging by combining
radioactive isotopes of fluorine, oxygen, carbon, and
nitrogen—among others—with compounds utilized by

Thank Goodness
for Chocolate

By Hazel Hacker

OK, someone tell me. Is it a full moon,
or what? I've been barraged by "stupid
stuff" all week, and I need to know if
it's just me, or is it happening to other
imaging center managers, too? 

I'll give you an example. A patient
called to argue about his bill. We have
a separate billing office that would
generally handle this, but the patient
was already irate about being trans-
ferred to every department in the hos-
pital, so I felt it would be best to try to
help him myself. I was not ready for
the complaint I was about to hear. It
seemed the patient didn't think he
should have to pay the bill for his MRI
because—now get this—the results
were normal. That's right. Because he
had no dreaded disease, he felt he
shouldn't have to pay for this test.
(How sorry I feel for those who learn
that they have cancer AND have to
pay for the awful news.)

At first I thought this had to be
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• • PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

DiAnne D. Wallace, FAHRA
Director of Imaging Services
Fayette Medical Clinic, P.C.

101 Yorktown Drive
Fayetteville, GA 30214
Phone: 770/460-4313

Fax: 770/460-4752
dizzyann@aol.com 

Can We Talk?

It is hard to believe that six months
have passed since I was installed as
AHRA President. It seems like only

yesterday that I wrote my first
President's Message for Link. I think of
the old saying, "Time flies when you
are having fun." Did I say fun? Some
days, I think I am nuts for running for
president. I had one such day recently.

Comedienne Joan Rivers had a sig-
nature question that she would ask
when she wanted to complain, gossip,
or just make light of what was going
on in the world. She would say, "Can
we talk?" Well, folks, I’d like to ask:
"Can we talk?" Last month, I found
myself wondering, Who am I, why am I
doing this, and what am I doing here? I
am sure that most of you have experi-
enced this at least a time or two.

Occasionally, my job and family sit-
uations make me think twice about
what I am doing. Then there are days
that I think I was crazy to add the
AHRA to my hectic life. But then
things happen that make you glad that
you do belong to a great network and
an organization like the AHRA—an
organization of members who have a
great interest in you and our profes-
sion. I have experienced this so many
times since I have been a member of
the AHRA, but recently it seem to
magnify itself at just the right time. 

The week of which I speak really
began badly. Work had been hectic.
We were experiencing staffing short-
ages (again), the usual Monday morn-
ing problems, annoying phone calls,
equipment problems, reimbursement
issues, etc. (I think you can relate).
Earlier, my mother had told me that
she got a call from her doctor who
wanted her to go to the hospital to
have additional studies done. You
hear this every day, but when it is
your “Mom,” it sounds different. I
called Bill, who is the director of radi-
ology at the hospital in my mother’s
community. I told him what was going
on, and he told me not to worry, and

that he would call me with the results
as soon as the tests were completed.

Bill and I chatted for awhile about
work, family, and the AHRA. We are
both baby boomers who have lost our
fathers and are trying to look after our
mothers. Bill wondered how I found
time for AHRA. I told him that on days
like that one, when your plate is so full
and everyone seems to be whining
about something or nothing, that I
wondered the same thing. I said I
hoped to see him at the annual meet-
ing in July, and we hung up.

What keeps me going is the excite-
ment that I feel when we start some-
thing new—the excitement of seeing
projects and/or goals start to take
action. Excitement of seeing new mem-
bers joining the AHRA. Excitement at
seeing all the volunteers who give
their time and talents to make the
AHRA what it is today. Excitement in
knowing that I will be able to network
with those that attend the conferences
in Phoenix and Atlanta. To be a part of
something that benefits the AHRA and
its members is my driving force.

We all try to balance work, family,
and yes—the AHRA—but when all is
said and done, it is worth it.

And by the way, Bill just called me
and said Mom's tests looked good.
They want to check her again in six
months. He informed me that he
talked with her and my brother so that
they could have peace of mind. He let
them know that he and I had been talk-
ing and told my brother to make sure
that Mom comes back in six months.

So a day that started off poorly
ended great. Thanks Bill—glad we
could talk. n

Coming in March:

A report on last 
month’s board

meeting

ahra & CLMA
2001 

Coding Seminars
Precision coding of radiology and labo-
ratory services is critical. If the codes are
off, reimbursement is impacted and
compliance issues including fraud and
abuse may be raised. These seminars
are designed to teach you to get it right!
Note: Space is limited so register early.

Columbus, Ohio
February 14, 2001
Riverside Methodist Hospital

Chapel Hill, North Carolina
February 15, 2001
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill-Friday Center

Chicago, Illinois
February 21, 2001
Northwestern Memorial Hospital

Houston, Texas
February 24, 2001
Texas Children’s Hospital

Pomona, California
February 26, 2001 
Pomona Valley Hospital
Medical Center

Natick (Boston), Massachusetts
March 2 (AHRA) &
March 3 (CLMA), 2001
Crowne Plaza Natick

AHRA & CLMA Members

1-day seminar $195
2-day combined seminar (Boston)
$350

Non-members

1-day seminar $250
2-day combined seminar (Boston)
$450

Register Today!
Call (800) 334-2472 or 

(978) 443-7591 
or visit 

www.ahraonline.org
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By Anthony R. Benedetto, Ph.D., CHE

Have you tried to implement a
PACS in your department?
Have you discovered that

"DICOM-compliant" does not mean
that you can easily plug a CT scanner
from Vendor A into a PACS from
Vendor B? Have you discovered that
you might not even be able to plug a
CT scanner from Vendor C into
Vendor C's PACS? 

You may have even been "lucky"
enough to be the department direc-
tor when your department imple-
mented a radiology information sys-
tem (RIS) for the first time. Or when
you changed from one vendor's RIS
to another vendor's RIS. You proba-
bly learned quickly that getting the
RIS to talk to the HIS is not that sim-
ple. Does "HL7" sound familiar?

In the imaging world, we talk
about DICOM as being a "standard"
that makes it possible for imaging
devices and PACS to talk to each
other. In the text-based world (e.g.,
your radiology report), the "stan-
dard" is Health Language 7, or HL7
for short. As we are painfully aware,
Vendor A's interpretation of DICOM
compliance may be quite different
from Vendor B's. For similar reasons,
Vendor C's interpretation of HL7 may
be quite different from Vendor D's.
Don't forget, standards are terrific
things to have, which is why each
vendor has its own!

The Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society
(HIMSS) and RSNA took a look at the
problems incurred in getting imaging
devices and PACS to talk to RIS and
HIS, and they didn't like what they
saw. To bring order out of the chaos,
HIMSS and RSNA formed the
Integrating the Healthcare Enter-
prise (IHE) initiative. Vendors from
the DICOM world and vendors from
the HL7 world are being brought
together in a collaborative manner
to figure out how to make DICOM
devices talk not only to other DICOM

devices, but also to HL7 devices, and
vice versa. At each year's RSNA and
HIMSS annual meetings, an increas-
ingly large number of vendors pres-
ent demonstrations of their pro-
gress. Amazing strides have already
been made, even though IHE is only
in its second year. For example,
they've shown a solution to the
"John Doe in the ER" problem. When
an unidentified patient comes into
the emergency room, care is initiated
using a bogus identity and medical
record number. Lab tests and radiol-

ogy exams are ordered, drugs are
administered, and bills are generat-
ed—all under the John Doe name.
Once the patient’s identity is
learned, all of the various computer
systems must backtrack through the
records created under the bogus
identity and merge them with the
patient’s records under the correct
identity. If your department has a
stand-alone RIS, a PACS, a web-based
image distribution system, and a dig-
ital dictation system, then you’ve
experienced the headaches involved
in dealing with “John Doe in the ER.”
The IHE initiative has provided a
forum for many of the various image-
and text-based system vendors to
modify their systems to make the
record reconciliation process almost
transparent and painless. It’s amaz-
ing to watch it work in the live
demonstrations at RSNA and HIMSS!

Tag, You’re IT
A radiology department is quickly
becoming a large image-based infor-

mation system. No longer are we pro-
ducing film, carrying it over to a
reading room, filing it in a film
library, generating a hard copy
report, and delivering it by courier
or mail service. Increasingly, images
are transmitted electronically and
instantaneously from the imaging
device to a PACS or intranet/extranet
for immediate viewing by radiolo-
gists and referring physicians.
Reports are being created by voice
recognition-based transcription sys-
tems, allowing reports to be
attached to images and to be avail-
able in minutes rather than in hours
or days.

In the old days, films and reports
were handled and carried by people.
Now, computers and networks are
our tools. In the old days, a radiolo-
gy administrator didn't need to know
much about technology, except for
the imaging devices themselves.
Now, a radiology administrator's
biggest headaches arise when a crit-
ical computer system goes down, or
when a network is so slow that the
department can't get its work done
in an efficient manner. The old
acronyms were AEC (automatic
exposure control), TGC (time-gain
control), and LFOV (large field of
view). Today, the acronyms are ATM
(asynchronous transmission mode),
NAS (network attached storage), and
MAN (metropolitan area network).
Are you ready for this brave new
world?

For more information about IHE,
check out the HIMSS or RSNA web
sites (www.himss.org and www.rsna.org).
Or you can write HIMSS at 230 E.
Ohio Street, Suite 500, Chicago, IL
60611-3269. n

Tony Benedetto has been an AHRA mem-
ber since 1995. He is a Senior Member of
HIMSS and the Special Project
Administrator in the Division of Diagnostic
Imaging at the University of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center. You can e-mail
him at abenedetto@mdanderson.org.

An Enterprising Initiative

No longer are we pro-
ducing film, carrying it
over to a reading room,

filing it in a film
library, generating a
hard copy report, and

delivering it by courier
or mail service.
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Holly Vietzke
Editor

AHRA Link is published monthly by the
American Healthcare Radiology
Administrators.

Printed on recycled paper.

C a l e n d a r
Conferences and Meetings

RFP Process:  Why Go Through the Hassle?
March 2001
Check the web site for details

The Future is Now
2001 Electronic Imaging Conference
Are You Ready?
March 23-25, 2001 
Wyndham Atlanta Hotel, Atlanta, GA

Strategic Interventions: A Global Workforce
ahra’s First International Conference
Assessing International Candidates, Recruiting Across
the Border, the Digital Department, and more!
May 11-12, 2001 
Toronto, Ontario

ICD-9 Codes, HCPCS, Modifier Usage, APCs. Keep up
with the changes for 2001.
Speakers: Robert Masters and Andrei Costantino
Columbus, OH - February 14, 2001 
Chapel Hill, NC - February 15, 2001
Chicago, IL - February 21, 2001 
Houston, TX - February 25, 2001
Pomona, CA - February 26, 2001
Boston, MA - March 2, 2001
Boston, MA - March 3, 2001, hosted by CLMA
Register online at www.ahraonline.org!

2001 Annual Meeting
Odyssey 2001 29th Annual Meeting & Exposition
July 30-August 3, 2001 
MGM Grand Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada

For information, call toll free (877) 984-6338 or
(301) 984-9450, followed by the appropriate 
extension:

Registration Corey Chandler x17
Exhibits David McDonnell x16
Speakers Linda Hachero x13

ahra Audioconferences

Conferences

DiAnne D. Wallace
President
(770) 460-4313
dizzyann@aol.com

James D. Mace
Past-President
(614) 895-9900 x150
JDM@Macegroup.com

Sheila M. Sferrella
President-elect
(610) 402-4473
Sheila.Sferrella@lvh.com

Mel Allen
(913) 236-5731
mel.allen@sms.siemens.com

Sandra Anderson
(719) 365-5724
sandy.anderson@memhospcs.org

Kay Baker
(770) 919-1232
kbaker@mindspring.com

Theodore J. Caveglia
Finance Director
(724) 935-5557
TJCaveglia@aol.com

Timothy DeLong
(847) 803-1645
Tjrnsrad@aol.com

Julie Hughes
(206) 526-2134
jhugh1@chmc.org

Joe Lopez
(972) 487-2470
joe.lopez@tenethealth.com

Laurel Patt
(860) 344-6510
laurel_patt@mailservb.midhosp.chime.org

Debra Platt
Education Director
(775) 888-0204
debplatt@aol.com

Gerald Richard
(319) 589-9021
Richardj@trinity-health.org

Jeffrey Schaefer
(520) 694-22960
jschaefer@umcaz.edu

Mark Viau
(561) 393-4167
mviau@brch.com

AHRA Board of Directors

AHRA would like to welcome its newest staff member,
Donna Alum. Donna is the new Accounting Manager,
and her extension is 225. Welcome to AHRA,
Donna!. . . Congratulations to Bobbi O’Boyle, who just
became a grandmother for the second time. Bobbi’s
daughter gave birth to a little boy, Conor Patrick
O’Boyle Jordan. . . Best wishes to Hazel Hacker, who
underwent surgery last month to remove a lump on
her parotid gland.

Around the

a h r a

2001 ahra and CLMA Coding Seminars

Contributions and comments are welcome.Send address changes and all correspondence to AHRA Link,PO Box 334,Sudbury,MA 01776 or e-mail 
publications@ahraonline.org.Reach us by phone 800/334-2472 or 978/443-7591; fax 978/443-8046.Visit us on the Web: www.ahraonline.org.© 2001 by AHRA.
May not be reproduced in part or whole without written consent from AHRA.

Register

Early!
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This month’s featured web site is
the radiology department at:

Pomona Valley Hospital
Medical Center

www.pvhmc.org/fs_radiology.htm

This site is extremely patient-
friendly and very easy to navi-
gate. Pleasing to the eye (great
colors!), this site describes in
detail each of the radiology pro-
cedures, including the special-
ties in interventional radiology.
Set up in a rolodex-card format,
the site is very fast, and each
page is consisent with the
theme. A description of every
radiologist is also provided.

This feature is designed to
enable AHRA members to visit
other members’ sites to share
and compare, obtain valuable
information and to network. If
you would like to submit your
department’s web site, or anoth-
er that you have seen, e-mail the
site’s address to: 

publications@ahraonline.org.

No commercial submissions, please.

Web Site
of the
Month

Linkto Recognize Outstanding Article
• • AHRA NEWS

Recognizing the many talented
writers that contribute to Link, the
Membership Recognition Team
decided to honor one article each
year—similar to those awarded to
Radiology Management authors.

The inaugural Outstanding
Article Award will be presented at
the 2001 Annual Meeting in August.
The membership will vote for the
winning article, choosing from a
list of nominees that will be fea-
tured in the June Link and on the
web site.

"We really wanted to acknowl-
edge the fact that Link—like
Radiology Management—contains
many valuable and informative
articles, and we felt that an
Oustanding Article Award was an
obvious solution to recognize a
deserving individual," said Mem-
bership Recognition Team member
David Trevino.

Articles that appear in Link
between July 2000 and June 2001
will be considered for nomination,
and as always, members (and non-
members, too!) are welcome and
encouraged to submit writing at
any time.

The Check is in the Mail
No, unfortunately, it’s not, but the
2001 Membership Directory is!
Every AHRA member will receive
one directory free of charge. If you
don’t receive one shortly, let us
know at (978) 443-7591.

Go for Gold
Once again, it’s time to find the
AHRA member most worthy of
receiving the organization’s high-
est honor. Nomination forms for
the Gold Award are enclosed, and
members are encouraged to take a
minute to nominate a deserving
member who has made significant
contributions to the profession of

imaging and healthcare administra-
tion. All AHRA members are eligi-
ble, regardless of whether they are
officers or not—a change from past
years’ criteria.

Applications are due by April
30.

Stark Reality
The long-awaited final regulations
implementing the Stark II Law are
now available in the Federal
Register (Vol. 66, pages 856-965).
Referred to as “the January 2001
rule,” the final rule is only a partial
rule, with some aspects of the 1998
proposal still awaiting final action.

According to analysts at
Powers, Pyles, Sutter & Verville,
the Stark regulations answer many
questions that have perplexed
physicians and other providers for
many years. At the same time, the
new rules remain highly technical
and HCFA provides nearly 100
pages of comments accompanying
the rules. And, there will be yet
another Stark rulemaking in the
future.

Among the major changes are a
“Direct Supervision Requirement,”
a “Unified Business Test,” and
“Designated Service Definitions.”
The latter defines radiology defini-
tions by listing the CPT codes,
while the Direct Supervision
Requirement defers to the general
supervision requirement rules
applicable for coverage and pay-
ment purposes. The Unified
Business Test permits group prac-
tices to allocate income and
expenses by site or specialty.

To find out how the final rule
will affect your practice, consult
the Stark Regulations in the
Federal Register.

HCFA is accepting public com-
ments on everything in Phase I
until April 4.
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By Jerry Reid, Ph.D.

An individual answering your
advertisement for a position
as a radiographer notes on

the resume, "ARRT Registered"—one
of the position's requirements. Given
your relief at filling the position, do
you accept the resume as evidence
of registration or do you check fur-
ther? If you do decide to verify the
applicant's status with the ARRT,
what's the easiest way to do it?

ARRT recommends that you do
verify registration status based upon
the number of cases it investigates
each year in which a person claims
to be registered, but is not. Verifying
registration is easy, and you have
several ways to do so.

1. Ask to see the applicant's
ARRT credential card. A new pocket
credential is issued each year to indi-
viduals continuing to meet ARRT
requirements. The credential in-
cludes the person's name, address,
ARRT ID number, social security
number, categories of registration,
and an expiration date. Administra-
tors are encouraged to inspect the
original card rather than accepting a
photocopy of the card. ARRT investi-
gates many cases each year in which
an individual photocopies either an

old card which is no longer valid or
someone else's card and modifies
the photocopy to appear to be that
of a valid card.

When presented with an original
card, inspect it carefully. A number
of cases each year involve alteration
of the card to add categories of reg-
istration or change the expiration
date. Alterations on the original card
are usually easy to detect via signs of
erasures or overwriting. Alterations
to photocopies are often difficult to
detect.

2. Call the ARRT. ARRT recently
introduced an Interactive Voice
Response (IVR) system which is
available 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. The registration status for an
individual may be checked by enter-
ing the ARRT ID number, social secu-
rity number, and birth date on a
touch-tone phone. Alternately, regis-
tration status may be checked via a
Registrant Services Representative
Monday through Friday from 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. central time.

3. Access the online RT Directory.
Available since June 2000, the online
directory may be accessed via the
ARRT's web site at www.arrt.org.
Records may be retrieved by last
name or last name and first name.

The name, address, categories of cer-
tification, and CE biennium dates are
available online for all registered
technologists with the exception of
those who have asked to be exclud-
ed from the directory. The online
directory replaced the printed direc-
tory which was expensive to pro-
duce and which was, by its nature,
outdated soon after it was printed.
The online directory is updated
daily, and access to it is free.  

If an administrator is unable to
locate an individual via the IVR or
online directory, the representatives
in ARRT's Registrant Services
Department stand ready to assist.
They may be reached during busi-
ness hours by calling 651-687-0048,
ext. 570. Since one of ARRT's core
activities is providing a registry of
individuals meeting ARRT's require-
ments, ARRT provides multiple, con-
venient ways to check on registra-
tion status.

Having verified that your new
staff radiographer is an R.T.(R)(ARRT),
you may rest easy in knowing that all
qualifications for ARRT registration
have been met! n

Dr. Reid is the Executive Director of ARRT.
He can be reached at (651) 687-0048.

License and Registration, Please
• • ARRT NEWS

ahra american healthcare radiology administrators
presents a two and one half day conference of technical, practical, and legal sessions designed 

to lead you through the components of an Electronic Department

The Future is NOW Are you Ready?

2001 E2001 ELECTRONICLECTRONIC IIMAGINGMAGING CCONFERENCEONFERENCE

March 23-25, 2001 
Wyndham Atlanta, 160 Spring Street, Atlanta, Georgia

Register Today Members $325 Reservations
978/443-7591 or Non-Members $425 404/688-8600
1-800-334-2472 or Single day registrations available
www.ahraonline.org



By Gail Nielsen

Recruitment problems? It's time
to start earlier—much earli-
er—like middle school. The

age period between 10 and 14 is a
critical time to influence young peo-
ple toward future careers, according
to the U.S. Department of Education.
"Because choices made in the middle
school years may have long-term
effects, every effort should be made
to expose those students to informa-
tion about allied health careers, in
order to develop the appropriate
attitudes and create an awareness of
some basic skills needed for future
work," states the research article
published by the Coalition for Allied
Health Leadership (CAHL) authors
Gonzales, Kearns, Lafferty,
Lampignano, and Pappas.   

I have outlined below the work
project from the CAHL, which con-
centrated on a model middle school
mentoring program. Four CAHL par-
ticipants selected the mentoring
work project in order to focus on
ways to increase the awareness of
allied health professions as viable
career options. Working with a men-
tor by phone, e-mail, fax and snail
mail, project participants completed
their research and subsequently
published an article in the Journal of
Allied Health (Summer 2000, Volume
29, Number 2).  

Middle School Mentoring
Concern for the difficulties of recruit-
ing students into allied health educa-
tion stimulated three CAHL partici-
pants to build a project that attempts
to shed light on the issues and to dis-
cover existing models that may be
solving the problems. Building on the
experience and interest of a fourth
team member in middle school men-
toring, the project team conducted a
literature search and began its work.
According to A.D. Leifer, three fac-
tors are associated with career
development: information, attitudes,

and skills. Mentoring and career
development programs can realisti-
cally assist in getting students excit-
ed about career paths, shape their
attitudes, and prepare them for nec-
essary decision-making and skill
development.

It is our responsibility, according
to the authors, as individual health
professionals, to recognize our
responsibility to future generations
by stimulating interest in the profes-
sions and by educating the public
about the vast array of careers avail-
able. The career awareness mentor-
ing program described here provides
one way to help you accomplish
these goals. 

Model programs reviewed by the
authors include:

● Tech Prep
● California Academy of Mathe-

matics and Science (CAMS) 
● The National Mentoring Partner-

ship (United Way of America)
● Yes, You Can: Establishing Men-

toring Programs to Prepare
Youth for College, U.S. Depart-
ment of Education.

The components of the proposed
model offered by the authors
includes:

● Mission, goals, and objectives
development

● Scope of program definition
● Program development
● Student-mentor relationships
● Use of community resources
● Establishing connections
● Vehicles for dissemination
● Program follow-up and evalua-

tions

Are you experiencing recruitment
problems? How are you contributing
to the long-term solutions of attract-
ing future radiology professionals
into the fields where you need them?
Try visiting your local middle school,
and introduce the world of health
care to a group of eager and impres-

sionable teenagers. If you need assis-
tance or further information, or you
would like to comment or to partici-
pate in developing a manual for men-
tors of middle school students, con-
tact me at isgail@home.com. n

Gail Nielsen, FAHRA has been a member
of AHRA since 1984. Allied Health
Connection is a regular feature in Link.

Author’s Note: The CAHL website
www.alliedhealth.com contains links
to career stories and pictures to
stimulate prospective students in the
middle and high school years.

The Children Are Our Future

www.csgnetwork.com/
glossary.html
A computer, telephony, and elec-
tronics glossary and dictionary
containing 15,000 definitions of
terms and acronyms. This site
contains not only highly techni-
cal terms, but humor as well:
spacebar is not just a bar key on
a keyboard; it is also “where
space cadets hang out.”

www.radcenter.com
A hub of radiology links, includ-
ing books, journals, organiza-
tions, and e-mail forums on indi-
vidual topics. A good starting
place for administrators new to
the world wide web, and a good
resource for those very familiar
with it.

On 
the Web

Do you have a favorite site that
you’d like to share? E-mail
publications@ahraonline.org 
or fax to (978) 443-8046.

7
February 2001

• • ALLIED HEALTH CONNECTION
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Thank Goodness for Chocolate

continued from page 1

someone from the billing office pulling a cruel practical
joke on me. Then I thought that maybe my boss had hired
a "secret shopper"—someone to call us to see how we
would handle a disgruntled patient. No such luck. I pulled
the information up on my computer, and sure enough, he

was a real (im)patient. I diplomatically
convinced the patient that he was, in

fact, responsible for the bill regardless
of the results.

Thank goodness for chocolate. 
Then came the family who called

to schedule MRI exams for various
members that had been in a motor vehi-

cle accident. It all seemed to be on the up
and up. They had prescriptions from a referring

doctor and had a participating insurance. The father,
however, who was scheduled for a cervical and thoracic
spine exam, wasn’t in the car at the time of the accident!
Not only was he not in the car, he wasn't even in this
country at the time. When we called to precertify the
exams, the insurance company divulged this little tidbit.
When we called the father to tell him we would be happy
to do the exam but that he could not have it done through
his car insurance, he threatened to sue me.

Thank goodness for chocolate.
Another patient called to inquire if she should have a

mammogram. When I pressed her for the details of her

symptoms, she explained that her husband told her that
he thought her breasts "smelled funny" and that she
might have cancer. "Please call your doctor" was all I had
the strength to say.

Thank goodness for chocolate. 
In the same week, I had a newly hired employee tell me

that I shouldn't have reprimanded her for falling asleep at
the imaging console. Another employee requested that I
buy an ionizer for her office so she could "be healthy,"
and a highly prized supervisor told me she was seriously
considering early retirement. 

Even chocolate can’t help me now.
The MRI schedulers are upset with the staff from the

Women's Center for not including them in the invitation
to their holiday luncheon, the CT Scan employees are
angry because someone is working in the lunchroom
while they are trying to have their lunch, and one of the
radiologists is having a fit because his lunch was deliv-
ered with a diet soda that has caffeine in it, and he read
somewhere that it will affect his prostate.  

Forget the chocolate. Thank goodness for Valium. n

Hazel Hacker is an active member of the AHRA and a regular columnist
for Link. Her next column will appear in the April issue. She can be con-
tacted at hazelhack@aol.com.

Where Are You?
We have lost touch with the following members. If you know how to contact any of them, please
call us at (800) 334-2472 or e-mail us at memberservices@ahraonline.org.

George Allen
Tim Alstadt

Randy Avolio
Donald Bacon
Sue Bambury

Beth R. Bradstreet
F. Tony Brady

J. Phillip Brannan III
L. Ann Brown
Kelly J. Brown
Mark E. Brown

Wanda L. Brown
Mary Callinan

Samuel C. Callis, Jr.
Casey W. Camp

Roger Camp

Chris D. Campbell
Nordie Cautila
Allen Carroll

Barbara Catalano
Karen Colgrove
Vincent Daniels
Debra L. Downs

Douglas R. Downs
Kathleen Durham

Craig S. Dyke
Kiefe Earley

Thomas T. Earnest
Don E. Easterbrooks

Larry Espinosa
Nancy Etchart
Danny E. Eudy

William T. Evans
Michael J. Fields
Judith A. Fischer

Paul Hanchar
Jerry Lindsay
Joan L. Little

Kevin A. Mackey
Harold Magida

Mona B. Martinez
Jeff Mason

Carol Ann McGlade
John J. Monahan

Ray Symmans
Janis M. Wilkins
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Rise to the Top—and Stay There

By Paul Thomas

Today's fast-paced healthcare
environment is more intercon-
nected, complex, and dynamic

than ever before. Organizations that
have risen to the top need only take
a breather for a moment to find
themselves replaced and back at the
bottom of the heap. It is no longer
possible to get to the top and then
take a breather and contemplate
how you got there. Healthcare organ-
izations, in order to truly conquer
the future and remain on top, must
have a team of committed, disci-
plined, and consistent individuals.
Leadership activity can no longer be
directed from the top down but must
be provided from the top down, the
center out, and the bottom up.

Everyone in the organization,
whether manager or employee,
needs to take a leadership role in
helping the organization strive to
become an industry leader or a
world-class organization. In his
book, The Fifth Discipline, Peter M.
Senge described his vision of a suc-
cessful organization prepared to
conquer the 21st Century. He called
successful organizations "learning
organizations." 

A learning organization, Senge
explained, is an organization that
creates an innovative learning envi-
ronment. People develop thoughts
and ideas separately that provide
critical support as an ensemble to
create an environment in which
everyone in the organization builds
it into a learning organization. This
enhances the organization's position
in the marketplace.  

Senge identified five critical disci-
plines that converge to make up the
ensemble:

1. Systems Thinking. Senge
describes the first component as a
conceptual framework—a body of
knowledge and tools that have been
developed over time to expose the
patterns that impact our profession-

al activities. Only through taking the
broad perspective of a system can
we fully hope to comprehend its full
impact on the organization. Most of
the time people look at limited
aspects of systems in making deci-
sions. In reality, however, you can
only understand the system by con-
templating the whole, not the indi-
vidual pieces of the pattern.

2. Personal Mastery. This is the
discipline of continually clarifying
and deepening our personal vision.
This focuses our energies, develops
our patience, and allows us to see
reality objectively. Making fact-based
decisions is a great example of per-
sonal mastery. An organization's
commitment to its capability for
learning can be no greater than that
of its members. It is an essential cor-
nerstone of a learning organization. 

3. Mental Models. The third ele-
ment is "mental models." These are
deeply ingrained assumptions and
generalizations that influence how
we understand the world and how
we take action. We are not always
consciously aware of these models
and how they affect our behavior. We
need to understand how our internal
view of the world is developed,
bring these views to the surface, and
then rigorously analyze them. This
helps us to validate our own thinking
and reasoning abilities so that we
can make those fact-based decisions
that are so important to systems
thinking and personal mastery.

4. Shared Vision. This is the
capacity to hold a shared view of the
future that the team wants to
embrace. It binds people together

around a common identity and sense
of destiny. You don't necessarily
have to agree with every element of
the shared vision; but, as a team
member, you are able reach consen-
sus and to support the vision while
trying to achieve the outcomes sug-
gested by the vision. In this regard,
the senior leadership of any organi-
zation will fail if they try to dictate
vision. Vision is a common binding
belief, jointly developed in an envi-
ronment of inclusion. 

5. Team Learning. Finally, the
fifth element of success is "team
learning." Team learning starts with
dialogue—the capacity of the mem-
bers of the team to suspend assump-
tions and enter into a genuine "think-
ing together" forum. This involves
learning how to recognize the pat-
terns of interaction in teams that
determine learning. We have to con-
sider issues of defensiveness that
are often deeply ingrained in how a
team operates. If we don't recognize
the dynamic of defensiveness, then
we risk stifling the creativity of a
team. Team learning is vital because
teams, not individuals, are the funda-
mental unit in modern organizations.
Unless the team is willing to commit
itself to learning, the organization is
going to have a very difficult time in
learning.

Senge believes (and I support his
beliefs) that organizations work the
way they work because of how we
think and interact. Only by changing
how we think can we change deeply-
embedded policies and practices.
Change is most often viewed as part
of our outer world. In reality, it is the
need for inner change that dictates
the change in our inner world and
opens us up to new models of think-
ing and performing. n

Paul Thomas is the CEO of The Thomas
Group, Ltd. He is a regular columnist for
Link.

Leadership activity
must be provided

from the top down, 
the center out, and 

the bottom up.
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the body, like glucose. The most
commonly used PET radiopharma-
ceutical, fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), is
made essentially by incorporating
radioactive Fluorine-18 with a simple
sugar molecule. As you might
expect, rapidly growing neoplasms
utilize glucose as their main source
of energy and retain the glucose at a
significantly higher rate than normal
tissue. The result is a tumor with a
significantly greater uptake of the
FDG. The image on this page demon-
strates this well. This is a PET image
of a female patient with a history of
melanoma. The many "hot spots"
that can be seen are metastatic
tumors, which visualize much more
intense than the surrounding back-
ground tissue. 

The availability of these short-
lived positron radiopharmaceuticals
like FDG was another major factor in
PET's newfound success. A few years
ago, high-energy positron emitters
were only produced in very limited
supply using cyclotrons located at
research facilities in close proximity
to the PET scanners. With half-lives
ranging from a few seconds to two
hours, there was only a small win-
dow from production to administra-
tion. Today, rapidly growing regional
distribution networks have facilitat-
ed the delivery of FDG and other
short-lived radiopharmaceuticals to

most areas of the United States at a
fairly reasonable cost. By imaging
the physiological functions of cells in
the body, PET has dramatically sepa-
rated itself from every other modali-
ty, and it has begun to gain the full

attention and respect of medical
oncologists, pulmonologists, gener-
al/thoracic surgeons, and others. 

Yet another very critical link to
the widespread growth of PET is the
acceptance by Medicare and most
major insurance carriers to reim-
burse for specific PET procedures
based on a list of approved indica-
tions. In December, the Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA)
announced its decision to signifi-
cantly expand Medicare coverage for
positron emission tomography (see
sidebar on page 11). Although this

decision covers less than
was hoped for, it still demon-
strates that HCFA recognizes
the potential inherent with
PET imaging. Under consid-
eration for future indications
seeking HCFA approval is
myocardial viability, demen-
tia, and breast cancer—the
latter of which is very likely
to gain approval by July.
Medicare currently uses G
codes for PET reimburse-
ment as follows: 

◆ Lung Staging - G0126
◆ Solitary Pulmonary Nodule -

G0125
◆ Colorectal - G0163
◆ Lymphoma - G0164
◆ Melanoma - G0165
Billing for PET can be cumber-

some and complex with restrictions
dependent upon such things as the
findings and date of the last CT exam
or Gallium exam. The Ambulatory
Payment Classification (APC) reim-
bursement for PET is averaging near-
ly $2,250 per exam using the APC
0981 "new technology" code. 

Interestingly, the recently expand-
ed coverage does not include coinci-
dence imaging using the gamma cam-
eras that are capable of PET imaging.
The expanded coverage language
specifies "dedicated full circular ring
PET scanners and some partial ring
systems." It makes sense, as the
equipment costs for dedicated PET
is fourfold that of a coincidence
gamma camera which is often
referred to as "poor man’s PET." The
images from those cameras are typi-
cally less resolved and extremely
mottled in appearance when com-
pared head-to-head with images
obtained with dedicated PET equip-
ment.

Lastly, in part because of most of
the former reasons stated, is the
establishment of mobile PET imaging
companies who are offering PET
imaging services to hospitals and
imaging centers throughout the
United States. These companies are
effectively providing quality dedicat-
ed PET imaging for the large univer-
sity medical centers to the smallest
of community hospitals as well as a
multitude of imaging centers
throughout the country. Soon after
clinicians at these hospitals become
exposed to the critical diagnostic
information PET can provide them,
the volume of business continues to
grow. 

Not unlike mobile MRI and mobile
CT before that, the mobile PET scan-
ning market is skyrocketing. What

PET

continued from page 1

1.  How many facilities do they service now? (Ask for a user’s list.)
2.  How long have they been providing mobile PET services?
3.  What type of equipment do they utilize?
4.  How many coaches do they currently have?
5.  What are the qualifications of the technologists?
6.  What marketing help is provided?
7.  How is training of the radiologists accomplished? How many?
8.  Are patients prepped for exams? How is this handled?
9.  Is a nurse required?
10. Who disposes of any radioactive trash?
11. Who receives radionuclide shipments?
12. Can you see a current copy of their materials license?
13. What is the earliest date a mobile coach can be on site?
14. Who does patient scheduling & billing?
15. What type of notice is required for patient cancellation to avoid

charge?
16. Are images filmed, networked, or burned to CD?
17. Is a physician workstation provided?

Some questions to consider when 
contracting for mobile PET services

continued on next page
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better way for a hospital or imaging center
to jump into the hottest thing going, build a
referral base, establish a revenue stream,
and test the waters, all with little or no cap-
ital dollars spent, and minimal risk involved!
At last, a community hospital of any size,
can compete on equal ground with the large
tertiary care hospitals in PET imaging.
Patients will also greatly appreciate the abil-
ity to have a PET scan locally versus driving
to a larger facility—or your competition—if
they have PET already. 

If you're not quite ready to leap into a
fixed dedicated PET facility, the mobile PET
alternative just may be for you. The first
thing you need to do is evaluate the market,
identify where patients in your service area
go now for PET, look at the number and
types of diagnosed cancers at your facility
over the past year, and determine the age of
your patient population. With that data in
hand, it is now most important to develop a
proforma to determine how many patients
you are going to need to break even, and
how much revenue you will generate from
year to year. (Author’s Note:  I have put
together a generic proforma on Microsoft
Excel, which I will be happy to e-mail to any-
one who is interested. Send your request to
DaveFrazee@aol.com.) This proforma will
help you put together a solid business plan
and will be an absolute necessity when sell-
ing this project to the CFO and the board! It
can also be used to evaluate at what point a
fixed site should be considered. Typically,
break even in a mobile PET environment
means approximately 3.5 - 4 exams per day
of service. 

Another critical step is to gain a firm
commitment from medical oncologists, radi-
ation oncologists, pulmonologists, thoracic

surgeons, general surgeons, and ENT sur-
geons to send patients to your PET scanner.
In addition to this commitment, you need
the active support and buy-in of the radiolo-
gists, which is a significant key to the suc-
cess and growth of the business. The radiol-
ogists will need to act as the diplomats of
PET for your facility, helping clinicians
decide how to utilize this unique diagnostic
tool most effectively.

When it comes time to select a mobile
PET vendor for your facility, do your home-
work, and make sure you know what you are
getting. There are many mobile PET servic-
es available, and they span from dreadful to
exceptional, with many falling somewhere in
between. Consider knowledge and expertise
above price, and if one company seems to
be making concessions that seem too good
to be true, maybe they are—you get what
you pay for. You owe it to your patients and
referring physicians, as well as your radiolo-
gists, to have image quality that surpasses
or at least equals your competition. Most
mobile PET companies have a considerable
amount of dollars tied up in equipment and
will require at least a three-year (if not a five-
year) contract. The box on page 10 includes
some questions you may want to consider
asking a prospective mobile PET service
provider.

The word is quickly spreading through-
out the medical community about just how
useful PET can be in evaluating a patient's
disease and determining the most advanta-
geous treatment regimen. It is only a matter
of time before PET becomes as popular as
MRI. n

AHRA member David Frazee is the Director of
Radiology at Parma Community General Hospital
in Parma, OH. He can be contacted at
DaveFrazee@aol.com.

Author’s Addendum:  For additional infor-
mation on PET, here are a few useful web
sites: 

Society of Nuclear Medicine: www.snm.org
Health Care Financing Administration:
www.hcfa.gov
The Academy of Molecular Imaging
(AMI):  www.icppet.org (AMI is formerly
known as The Institute for Clinical PET) 

PET Scan
Coverage
Expands to
Include Six
Types of Cancer

Effective July 2001,
Medicare will cover the
use of PET scans to
identify lung, colorectal,
lymphoma, melanoma,
esophageal, and head
and neck cancers, HCFA
announced in December.

Currently, Medicare
covers PET for charac-
terization of certain soli-
tary pulmonary nod-
ules, evaluation of recur-
rent colorectal cancer in
patients with rising lev-
els of carcinoembryonic
antigen, staging of lym-
phoma when the PET
scan substitutes for a
Gallium test, detection
of recurrent melanoma,
and diagnosis and man-
agement of certain pa-
tients with known or
suspected coronary art-
ery disease. The six new
indications will bring
the total number cov-
ered to 11.

HCFA is in the pro-
cess of deciding billing
and reimbursement for
the scans. According to
NCQDIS, agency officials
estimate that the Medi-
care allowable would be
$2,000 to $2,200.

The Medicare Cover-
age Advisory Committee
is also expected to con-
sider three more areas
for PET coverage: myo-
cardial viability, demen-
tia, and breast cancer. A
decision is expected by
June.

PET
continued from preceding page

Do you have coding Do you have coding 
questions?questions?

FFax ax 
(717) 540-4708 

or
(520) 544-4448

(Attn: CCI)

E-mailE-mail
ddunn@parentenet.com

or
melnykoc@aol.com
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By Barbara Mintzer

The management style of
coaching is the most effective
way you can sustain employee

productivity and effectiveness. This
hands-on, “one-of-the-team” style of
management provides a climate of
trust that is conducive to keeping
employees motivated and engaged in
their work. There are four key quali-
ties to effective coaching: 

1. Loyalty. Employees today do
not feel much loyalty from manage-
ment. They have seen family and
friends go through layoffs, an explo-
sion in technology with corporate
resources being funneled in that
direction, and they do not feel secure
in their jobs. While companies may
no longer be able to guarantee "life-

long" employment, managers can
show loyalty to their employees in a
number of ways: 

a. Provide honest communication.
Give timely and reliable information
to your employees. This is always
important, especially if an organiza-
tion is going through change.

b. Allow employees to express how
they feel without fear of punishment or
retribution. If you want to build trust
and loyalty with your staff, this is a
must.

c. Never ask employees to do
something that goes against company
ethics or values.

d. Encourage employees to grow
and develop their potential, and sup-
port them in their endeavors.

e. Treat each employee as a
unique individual. 

2. Empathetic Listening. One of
the most undervalued of all manage-
ment skills is the ability to listen. An
effective coach spends more time lis-

tening than managing. When an
employee needs to be heard, the
manager should:

a. Find a private spot (a neutral
place if employee is likely to feel
intimidated in the manager's office)
and make time available to listen.

b. Hold all non-urgent calls and let
employee know that there will be no
interruptions. Give the employee all
of your time for (x) amount of min-
utes. We spend time with things we
value, and this uninterrupted time
sends a strong signal to the employ-
ee that he or she is important and
valued.

c. Sit down and lean forward in an
"I am interested" position. Focus in on
what the employee is saying, some-
times taking notes if appropriate.

d. Ask open-ended questions to
draw employee out, and pay close
attention to what is said. The employ-
ee will feel understood when his/her
needs and concerns can be accurate-
ly verbalized by the manager.

e. Let employee know that you are
in his/her corner and willing to help.
"How can we work through this?" is
an excellent way to show empathy
and concern. 

3. Skills Stretching. To run a team
that is competitive, creative, and
innovative, the coach should create
an environment where employees
are given an opportunity to develop
new skills. The manager should care-
fully evaluate the strengths, weak-
nesses, and confidence levels of each
employee, and move individuals into
areas where their skills can be
expanded and their interests can be
developed. Classes and seminars can
be effective tools in building one’s
skills. However, sometimes all it

takes to develop potential is added
responsibility and encouragement all
along the way. 

4. Role Modeling. Coaches are
role models whether they know it or
not. The staff's view of the manager
can affect his/her attitude towards
the entire organization. How each
staff member feels about the manag-
er can have a profound effect on how
productive he or she is. Managers
can be excellent role models by:

a. Providing a "level playing field."
The manager does not show
favoritism, and each employee is
judged equally on his/her work per-
formance.

b. Giving employees constant and
consistent feedback on their perform-

ance.
c. Showing appreciation for em-

ployees. When managers give em-
ployees approval, praise, and recog-
nition, the employees respond by
becoming more committed to the
vision and doing what it takes to
make that vision a reality.

d. Taking pride in themselves and
their own work and emulating the
behavior that they would require of
their employees.

Coaching is not easy. But the
reward is great: a cohesive, alive
"excited about the future" team
working together towards a shared
vision. It is this type of team that will
keep a company competitive, innova-
tive and on top in the rapidly chang-
ing workplace of today. n

Barbara Mintzer is the president of B.A.
Mintzer & Associates. She can be contact-
ed at bmintzer@west.net or through her
web site at www.barbaramintzer.com.

The Manager as Coach
Maximizing People Potential in Your Department

Employees today have seen family and friends go through layoffs, an explosion in technology with
corporate resources being funneled in that direction, and they do not feel secure in their jobs.
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HIPaa, HIPaa, Hooray

AHRA hosted another successful audioconference last
month, with more than 600 participants learning about
the realistic levels of compliance a facility can achieve
with the impact of the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA).

HIPAA/Security Practice Director Craig Nulan facilitat-
ed the 90-minute session, which was sponsored by
Cerner Consultants. Nulan explained that while HIPAA
will not require organizations to achieve levels of nation-
al classified security, facilities will need to reach a shift in
attitude, awareness, habits, and capabilties in the areas
of privacy and security. Only when this culture shift
(along with the required technological advancements)
has occurred, he noted, can HIPAA compliance be realis-

tically attainable.
Nulan detailed three steps that have proven effective

in federal Sensitive But
Unclassified (SBU) agencies for
securing and protecting informa-
tion:

1. Build awareness through-
out the facility, including target-
ing the audience with the high-
est vulnerability risk, selecting the tools and techniques
for disseminating security information, and evaluting
awareness levels.

2. Implement accountability strategies such as pol-
icy setting, training, and sanctions for non-compliance.

3. Achieve compliance through the use of of a certi-
fication and accreditation process that includes a certifi-
cation plan. Perform the security and privacy analysis,
and prepare the certification and accreditation reports.

“Much of the anxiety surrounding HIPAA is unwar-
ranted,” Nulan reassured. “Approached pragmatically,
and with some historical perspective, HIPAA can be less
onerous and more beneficial to the healthcare organiza-
tion.” Nulan also noted, “No healthcare organization is
going to become like Fort Knox,” and that faclities should
be realistic about the level of security that they can
achieve.

To find out exactly what your facility should do to
comply with HIPAA’s security and privacy requirements,
Nulan recommended utilizing what he considers the best
source available: the Department of Health & Human
Services Security Program Handbook. The 152-page
handbook is available online at http://wwwoirm.nih.gov/-
policy/aissp/html. n

Order the
audiotapes!

Call (800) 334-2472 or visit
www.ahraonline.org

Assess Risk 
and Determine

Needs

Monitor and
Evaluate
Security

Plans

Implement
Policies and

Controls

Promote
Security

Awareness

Executive
Focal Point

(Accrediting
Official)

HIPAA Certification Cycle

ahra Audioconference

RFP Process:
Why Go Through the Hassle?

MARCH 2001
check the website for details

www.ahraonline.org

Did you know that not all vendors are cre-
ated equal? Learn how to level the playing
field, and take away valuable tips on how
to write and build an RFP.

Pay only one registration fee 
and educate your whole staff!

❖Members $129 and Non-members $139❖

The cornerstone of turning
HIPAA’s administrative,
physical, and technical
security requirements into
operational imperatives is
certification. A certification
program entails nothing
other than the formal
assignment of risk measure-
ment and documentation,
security planning, and secu-
rity implementation respon-
sibilities at the level of the
organization where function-
al accountability can be
maintained.
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ahra
111 Boston Post Road
Suite 105
Sudbury, MA  01776

Link
Winner!

• • CLASSIFIED

POSITIONS OPEN

Sonographer—Cardiology
Prominent, high volume, four-physician cardiology
practice seeks experienced cardiac sonographer to
conduct TTE’s, Dobutamine stress echos, and exercise
stress echos—equal volumes. Excellent patient base,
wonderful team of professional physicians and staff to
work with. Excellent quality and culture of compas-
sionate care for patients. Primary affiliation with El
Camino Hospital. San Francisco Bay Area—near
Stanford University. May work either 4 or 5 days/week.
Exc. comp. package. Contact Judi at 650-949-2622 or
J0618@pacbell.net.

Radiology Directors/Managers
Ready to choose whether or not you want to contin-
ue working 55 hours a week/50 weeks a year?
Attractive interim opportunities exist in many facili-
ties nationwide! If you would accept a short-term
assignment, send resume, requirements, and the
names, addresses, and phone numbers of four profes-
sional/managerial references to: the Nielsen
Healthcare Group, Dept I, 8460 Watson Rd, Suite 225,
St. Louis, MO 63119 or fax to 314-984-0820 or e-mail
nhcg@primary.net. No fees.

Director of Radiology
Several Outstanding Positions!

B.S. with ARRT and strong management experience
for several high volume multi-modality departments.

Hospitals range in size from 200 beds to 500 beds.
For more information and confidential considera-

tion, please contact:  Terri Williams (tel: 216/749-7501;
fax: 216/749-7502) or Sherie Levine (tel: 760/789-6350;
fax: 760/789-8644).


